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The range is an extension of Applelec’s luxury illuminated 
letter range and features embedded LEDs in a choice of 
LED and acrylic colour options. A wide range of font styles 
can be created with the NeonLux lettering, which features 
intense illumination whilst being a far more energy efficient 
LED product to glass neon. The highly polished letter face 
of NeonLux replicates the effect of glass neon more faithfully 
than many other neon-style lettering products available.

As well as being suitable for lettering, the NeonLux product 
can be used for more imaginative shapes and designs, 
providing greater creative choice and flexibility. From graphic 
shapes to the outline of a cocktail glass or lightning bolt, 
the range ensures neon-style signage effects can now be 
replicated for external projects.

Using the same specialised production techniques as 
Applelec’s luxury illuminated letters, thermally managed 
LEDs are securely embedded within a cut block acrylic letter. 
Creating bright and clear illumination without spotting, the 
letters are both robust and run cool to the touch. Unlike glass 
neon, NeonLux letters can be positioned at low level, as 
fingers won’t get burnt if the lettering is accidently touched.

NeonLux letters can be created with various LED colour 
options including red, green, orange, blue, yellow, cool 
white and warm white and feature face illumination and 
partial illumination to the returns. Available in standardised 
thicknesses of 25mm and 30mm, the letters can be made 
with a minimum stroke width of 15mm or 18mm.

NeonLux is a neon-style LED 
lettering product suitable for both 
internal and external applications 
due to its high IP67 water ingress 
protection rating.

Key features

• Suitable for internal and external applications

• Thermally managed LEDs run cool to touch

• Glossy finish for a true glass look

• High quality LEDs deliver bright and clear illumination

• 2 year warranty on LEDs and letters



For more information on Applelec’s 
products, please get in touch:

01274 774 477

sales@applelec.co.uk

www.applelec.co.uk

Postal address:

Applelec

Unit 1, Wharfedale Business Park

Shetcliffe Lane

Bradford

West Yorkshire

BD4 9RW


